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ISTA 130: Lab 3


June 5, 2013


1 Functions


(2 pt.)


� Create a new text file named lab03.py.


� Write a function that, given the length of two sides of a triangle, finds the length of the third
side. It should take two numbers as input, and return one number.


Add some code outside of the function to let the user input the two numbers, and see the
result.


� Write a function called triangular number. A triangular number counts the number of
objects that make up an equilateral triangle, like this:


(Wikipedia)
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The function should take an input describing which triangular number to calculate, and return
the calculated triangular number. (Use a for loop, not a formula.)


2 Conditionals


(2 pt.)


� Write a function called password check. It should take a string as a parameter. If the string
is the same as the secret password (that you make up), it should print a success message.
Otherwise, it should print a failed / wrong password message.


� Write a function to tell you about the weather. It should take the temperature as a parameter.
The function should print, “It is freezing or pleasant or boiling outside,” based on whether
the temperature is below freezing, above boiling, or in the middle.


3 Pygame Programs


3.1 Install Pygame


If you haven’t already insalled Pygame, go to http://pygame.org/download.shtml and download
pygame-1.9.1.win32-py2.7.msi for Windows, or
pygame-1.9.1release-python.org-32bit-py2.7-macosx10.3.dmg for Mac.


3.2 Try out a program


On the Pygame website (http://pygame.org), find a game to try. Pick something that looks like
it’s simple, but complete (looks like you could actually play it). You can browse projects by the
keywords in the left sidebar, or by searching in the tiny search bar under the Pygame logo.


Suggestions: It might be easiest to look for a familiar game, like Pac-Man, Mario, Tetris, or
Zelda. Other genre suggestions (try searching for keywords like this on Pygame’s website) include
tower defense, platformer, third-person shooter, real-time puzzle, space sidescroller, racing game,
memory, ...


Download the program, and run it. Once you have a game that runs, write down in your lab
file the name of the game, the URL, and a short description of the game.


Now, it’s time to dig into the code. Open up the program’s source code in an editor, and see if
you can understand how the code relates to the actual gameplay.


Then, find a (small) example of each of these things in the code, and copy it into your lab file:


� a for loop


� an if statement


� code that draws graphics on the screen


Write a sentence or two about each of these code snippets describing what you think the code
does. If you don’t completely understand, that’s ok, but try to find code that you can kind of figure
out.
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(6 pt.)


Total Points: 10 points possible
Extra Credit: 0 points possible
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